We propose a unified f ramework for implicit generative modeling (UnifiGem) with theoretical guarantees by integrating approaches from optimal transport, numerical ODE, density-ratio (density-difference) estimation and deep neural networks. First, the problem of implicit generative learning is formulated as that of finding the optimal transport map between the reference distribution and the target distribution, which is characterized by a totally nonlinear Monge-Ampère equation. Interpreting the infinitesimal linearization of the Monge-Ampère equation from the perspective of gradient flows in measure spaces leads to the continuity equation or the McKean-Vlasov equation. We then solve the McKean-Vlasov equation numerically using the forward Euler iteration, where the forward Euler map depends on the density ratio (density difference) between the distribution at current iteration and the underlying target distribution. We further estimate the density ratio (density difference) via deep density-ratio (density-difference) fitting and derive explicit upper bounds on the estimation error. Experimental results on both synthetic datasets and real benchmark datasets support our theoretical findings and demonstrate the effectiveness of UnifiGem.
Introduction
The ability to efficiently model complex data and sample from complex distributions plays a key role in a variety of prediction and inference tasks in machine learning and statistics [52] . The long-standing methodology for learning an underlying distribution relies on an explicit statistical data model, which can be difficult to specify in many modern machine learning tasks such as image analysis, computer vision and natural language processing. In contrast, implicit generative models do not assume a specific form of the data distribution, but rather learn a nonlinear map to transform a simple reference distribution to the underlying target distribution. This modeling approach has been shown to achieve state-of-the-art performance in many machine learning tasks [49, 64] . Generative adversarial networks (GAN) [21] , variational auto-encoders (VAE) [31] and flow-based methods [50] are important representatives of implicit generative models.
GANs model the low-dimensional latent structure via deep nonlinear factors. They are trained by sequential differentiable surrogates of two-sample tests, including the density-ratio test [21, 46, 42, 45, 59] and the density-difference test [37, 58, 36, 6, 9] among others. VAE is a probabilistic deep nonlinear factor model trained with variational inference and stochastic approximation. Several authors have proposed improved versions of VAE by enhancing the disentangled representation power of the learned latent codes and reducing the blurriness of the generated images in vanilla VAE [41, 25, 60, 63] . Flow-based methods learn a diffeomorphism map between the reference distribution and the target distribution by maximum likelihood using the change of variables formula. Recent work on flow-based methods has been focused on developing training methods and designing neural network architectures to trade off between the efficiency of training and sampling and the representation power of the learned map [50, 16, 17, 30, 47, 29, 23] .
In this paper, we propose a unified framework (UnifiGem) for implicitly learning an underlying generative model by integrating approaches from optimal transport, numerical ODE, density-ratio (density-difference) estimation and deep neural networks. The key idea of implicit generative learning is to find a nonlinear transform that pushes forward a simple reference distribution to the target distribution. Mathematically, this task is known as finding an optimal transport map characterized by the Monge-Ampère equation. However, it is quite challenging to solve the Monge-Ampère equation due to the nonlinearity and high-dimensionality even at the population level assuming the target distribution is known. The infinitesimal linearization of the Monge-Ampère equation can be interpreted from the perspective of gradient flows in measure spaces, which leads to the continuity equation. Therefore, we turn to solve the continuity equation or equivalently, the characteristic ODE system associated with the continuity equation, which is a kind of McKean-Vlasov equation. We solve the resulting McKean-Vlasov equation numerically using the forward Euler method and bound the discretization error at the population level since the forward Euler map depends on the density ratio (density difference) between the distribution at current iteration and the underlying target distribution. We estimate the density ratio (density difference) via nonparametric deep density-ratio (density-difference) fitting and derive an explicit estimation error bound. Experimental results on both synthetic datasets and real benchmark datasets support our theoretical findings and demonstrate the effectiveness of UnifiGem.
Notation, background and theory
Let P 2 (R m ) denote the space of Borel probability measures on R m with finite second moments, and let P a 2 (R m ) denote the subset of P 2 (R m ) in which measures are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure (all distributions are assumed to satisfy this assumption hereinafter). Tan µ P 2 (R m ) denotes the tangent space to P 2 (R m ) at µ. Let AC loc (R + , P 2 (R m )) := {µ t : I → P 2 (R m ) is absolutely continuous, |µ t | ∈ L 2 (I), I ⊂ R + }. Lip loc (R m ) denotes the set of functions that are Lipschitz continuous on any compact set of R m . For any ∈ [1, ∞], we use L (µ, R m ) (L loc (µ, R m )) to denote the L space of µ-measurable functions on R m (on any compact set of R m ). With I, det and tr, we refer to the identity map, the determinant and the trace. We use ∇, ∇ 2 and ∆ to denote the gradient or Jacobian operator, the Hessian operator and the Laplace operator, respectively.
We first describe the theoretical background used in deriving UnifiGem, a unified framework to learn the generative model ν implicitly from an i
Wasserstein distance and optimal transport
The quadratic Wasserstein distance between µ and ν ∈ P 2 (R m ) is defined as [61, 2] 
where Γ(µ, ν) denotes the set of couplings of (µ, ν). The static formulation of W 2 in (1) admits the following variational form [8] 
where v t (x) : R + ×R m → R m is a velocity vector field. The Wasserstein distance W 2 (µ, ν) measures the optimal quadratic cost of transporting µ onto ν. The corresponding optimal transport map T such that T # µ = ν is characterized by the Monge-Ampère equation [10, 43, 53] .
Lemma 2.1. Let µ and ν ∈ P a 2 (R m ) with densities q and p respectively. Then (1) admits a unique solution γ = (I, T ) # µ with
where the potential function Ψ is convex and satisfies the Monge-Ampère equation
It is challenging to find the optimal transport map T by solving the totally nonlinear degenerate elliptic Monge-Ampère equation (2) . Linearization via a residual type of pushforward map, i.e., letting
with a specially designed function Φ : R m → R 1 and a small t ∈ R + , is a commonly used technique to address the difficulty due to nonlinearity [61] . To be precise, let X ∼ q, X = T t,Φ (X), and denote the distribution of X as q. With a small t, the map T t,φ is invertible according to the implicit function theorem, and we have the change of variables formula
Using the fact d dt t=0 det(A + tB) = det(A)tr A −1 B ∀A, B ∈ R m×m with A invertible, and applying the first order Taylor expansion to (4) we have
Let t → 0 in (5) and (6), we obtain a random process {x t } and its law q t satisfying
Equations (7) and (8) resulting from linearization of the Monge-Ampère equation (2) can be interpreted as gradient flows in measure spaces [2] . And thanks to this connection, we can resort to solving a continuity equation characterized by a type of McKean-Vlasov equation, an ODE system that is easier to handle.
Gradient flows in P a 2 (R m )
For µ ∈ P a 2 (R m ) with density q, let
be an energy functional satisfying ν ∈ arg min L[·], where F (·) : R + → R 1 is a twicedifferentiable convex function. Among the widely used metrics on P a 2 (R m ) in implicit generative learning, the following two are important examples of L[·].
• f -divergence [1] :
where f : R + → R is a twice-differentiable convex function satisfying f (1) = 0.
• Lebesgue norm of density difference:
Definition. We call {µ t } t∈R + ⊂ AC loc (R + , P 2 (R m )) a gradient flow of the functional L[·], if {µ t } t∈R + ⊂ P a 2 (R m ) a.e., t ∈ R + and the velocity vector
The gradient flow {µ t } t∈R + of L[·] enjoys the following nice properties.
holds in the sense of distributions.
(ii) Representation of the velocity fields.
(iii) Energy decay along the gradient flow.
In addition,
Proposition 2.1. If we let Φ be time-dependent in (7)-(8), i.e., Φ t , then the linearized Monge-Ampère equations (7)-(8) ⇔ the continuity equation (12) by taking Φ t (x) = −F (q t (x)).
Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.1 imply that {µ t } t , the solution of the continuality equation (12) with v t = −∇F (q t (x)), approximates the Monge-Ampère equation (2) and converges rapidly to the target distribution ν. Furthermore, the continuity equation has the following representation under mild regularity conditions on the velocity fields.
. Then the solution of the continuity equation (12) can be represented as
where X t (x) :
We use the forward Euler method to solve the McKean-Vlasov equation (15) . Let s > 0 be a small step size. The forward Euler method is defined iteratively as follows:
where X 0 ∼ µ, µ 0 = µ and k = 0, 1, ..., K. It is well known that for a finite time horizon T and a fixed compact domain, Euler discretization of the McKean-Vlasov equation (15) has a global error of O(s) in the supremum norm [35] . Let
be a piecewise linear interpolation between µ k and µ k+1 . The discretization error of µ t and µ s t can be bounded in a finite time interval [0, T ). Proposition 2.2.
W 2 (µ t , µ s t ) = O(s). Proposition 2.2 and (iii) in Theorem 2.1 imply that the distribution of the particles X k defined in (17) with k large enough is close to the target ν. The above theoretical results are obtained at the population level, where v k depends on the target ν. Therefore, it is natural to implicitly learn ν via first estimating the discrete velocity fields v k at the sample level and then plugging the estimator of v k into (17) . As shown in Lemma 2.2 below, the velocity fields associated with the f -divergence (10) and the Lebesgue norm (11) are determined by density ratio and density difference respectively.
Several methods have been developed to estimate density ratio and density difference in the literature. Examples include probabilistic classification approaches, moment matching and direct density-ratio (density-difference) fitting, see [56, 57, 28, 44] and the references therein.
Deep density-ratio and density-difference fitting
The evaluation of velocity fields depends on dynamic estimation of a discrepancy (density ratio or density difference) between the pushforward distribution q t and the target distribution p. Density-ratio and density-difference fitting with the Bregman score provides a unified framework for such discrepancy estimation [20, 13, 56, 57, 28] without estimating each probability distribution separately.
We use a neural network R φ : R m → R 1 with parameter φ to parameterize the density ratio r(x) = q(x) p(x) between a given density q and the target p. Let g : R → R be a differentiable and strictly convex function. The separable Bregman score with the base probability measure p to measure the discrepancy between R φ and r is
For deep density-difference fitting, a neural network D ψ : R m → R 1 with parameter ψ is utilized to estimate the density-difference d(x) = q(x) − p(x) between a given density q and the target p. The separable Bregman score with the base probability measure w to measure the discrepancy between D ψ and d can be derived similarly,
Here, we focus on the widely used least-squares density-ratio (LSDR) fitting with g(c) = (c − 1) 2 as a working example:
The scenario of other functions, such as g(c) = c log c − (c + 1) log(c + 1) corresponding to estimating r via the logistic regression (LR), and the case of density-difference fitting can be handled similarly.
Weighted Gradient penalties
The distributions of real data may have a low-dimensional structure with their supports concentrated on a low-dimensional manifold, which may cause the f -divergence to be ill-posed due to non-overlapping supports. Motivated by recent works on smoothing via noise injection [54, 5] and Tikhonov regularization method for f -GAN [51] , we derive a simple weighted gradient penalty to improve deep density-ratio fitting. We consider a noise convolution form of B ratio (r, R φ ) with Gaussian noise ∼ N (0, αI),
Taylor expansion applied to R φ gives
Using equations (13)- (17) in [51] , we get
] serves as a regularizer for deep density-ratio fitting when g is twice differentiable. As a consequence, for g(c) = (c − 1) 2 , the resulting gradient penalty
recovers the well-known squared Sobolev semi-norm in nonparametric statistics.
Estimation error
Lemma 2.3. For given densities p and q, let
And
At the population level, according to Lemma 2.3, we can recover the density ratio r via minimizing B α LSDR (R). Moreover, the gradient penalty (19) stabilizes and improves the long time behavior of Euler iterations at the sample level, where the pushforward distribution should be close to the target as expected. This is supported by our numerical experiments in Section 5.
Let
..,n sampled from p and q are available. We estimate r with R φ defined as
Next we bound the nonparametric estimation error R φ − r 
where C is a universal constant.
A unified framework for implicitly deep generative modeling
We are now ready to described how to implement UnifiGem with i.i.d. data {X i } n i=1 ⊂ R m from an unknown target distribution ν. UnifiGem is a particle method, with which we learn a transport map that transforms particles from a simple reference distribution µ, such as the standard normal distribution or the uniform distribution, into particles from the target distribution ν. From Theorems 2.2 and 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 we know that at the population level, the solution X t of the McKean-Vlasov equation (15) with a sufficiently large t is a good approximation of such a transform. This solution can be obtained accurately via the forward Euler iteration (16)-(18) with a small step size, i.e.,
serves as a desired transform with a large K. As implied by Theorem 2.3, each T k , k = 1, ..., K can be estimated with high accuracy by
In many applications, high-dimensional complex data such as images, texts and natural languages, tend to have low-dimensional features. To learn generative models with hidden low-dimensional structures, it is beneficial to have the option of first sampling particles {Z i } n i=1 from a low-dimensional reference distributionμ ∈ P 2 (R ) with d. Then we apply
We give a detailed description of the UnifiGem algorithm below.
• Outer loop for modeling low dimensional latent structure (optional)
-Inner loop for finding the pushforward map * If there are no outer loops,
-End inner loop -If there are outer loops, update the parameter θ of G θ (·) via solving min θ
• End outer loop
UnifiGem is a unified and general framework, since it allows different choices of the energy functionals L[·] in (9) and density-ratio (density-difference) estimators.
Related works
We discuss connections between UnifiGem and the existing related works, especially those that use optimal transport based on Wasserstein distances and gradient flows in measure spaces. Implicit generative learning aims at finding a transform map that pushes forward a simple reference distribution µ to the target ν. The existing implicit generative models, such as VAEs, GANs and flow-based methods, parameterize such a map with a neural network, say G θ , that solves
where D(·, ·) is an integral probability discrepancy. f -GAN [46] including the vanilla GAN [21] , and WGAN [6] solve the dual form of (21) via parameterizing the dual variable with another neural network with D as the f -divergence and the 1-Wasserstein distance respectively. Based on the fact that the 1-Wasserstein distance can be evaluated from samples via linear programming [55] , [38] and [19] proposed training the primal form of WGAN via a two-stage method that solves the linear programm and refits the optimal pairs with a neural network and unrolling the Sinkhorn iteration respectively. SWGAN [15] and MMDGAN [36, 9] use the sliced quadratic Wasserstein distance and the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) as the discrepancy D respectively. Vanilla VAE [31] approximately solves the primal form of (21) with the KL-divergence loss under the framework of variational inference. Several authors have proposed methods that use optimal transport losses, such as various forms of Wasserstein distances between the distribution of learned latent codes and the prior distribution as the regularizer in VAE to improve performance. These methods include WAE [60] , Sliced WAE [32] and Sinkhorn AE [48] .
Discrete time flow-based methods [50, 16, 17, 30, 47, 29] minimize (21) with the KL divergence loss. [23] proposed an ODE flow for fast training via using the adjoint equation [12] . By introducing the optimal transport tools into maximum likelihood training, [11] and [62] considered continuous time flow. [11] proposed a gradient flow in measure spaces in the framework of variational inference and then discretized it with the implicit movement minimizing scheme [14, 27] . [62] actually considered gradient flows in measure spaces with time invariant velocity fields. CFGGAN [26] derived from the perspective of optimization in the functional space is exactly a special form of UnifiGem with L[·] taken as the KL divergence. SW flow [40] and MMD flow [3] are gradient flows in measure spaces. These methods are most related to our proposed UnifiGem. In SW flow, the energy functional L[·] in (9) is the sliced quadratic Wasserstein distance penalized with the entropy regularizer. We should mention that with SW flow, the target ν may not be the minimizer of such L[·] even at the population level. MMD flow can be recovered from UnifiGem by first choosing L[·] as the Lebesgue norm and then projecting the corresponding vector fields onto reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces, please see the supplementary material for a proof. However, neither SW flow nor MMD flow can model hidden low-dimensional structure with the particle sampling procedure.
Experiments
The implementation details on numerical settings, network structures, SGD optimizers, and hyper-parameters are given in the appendix. All experiments are performed using NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPUs. And The PyTorch code of UnifiGem is available at https: //github.com/anonymous/UnifiGem.
2D Examples
We use UnifiGem to learn 2D distributions adapted from [22] with multiple modes and density ridges. We utilize a multilayer perceptron with ReLU activation in dynamic deep density-ratio fitting without using gradient penalty. We use UnifiGem without outer loops to push particles from a predrawn pool consisting of 50k i.i.d. Gaussian particles to evolve in 20k steps. The first row in Figure 1 shows kernel density estimation (KDE) plots of 50k samples from target distributions including (from left to right) 8Gaussians, pinwheel, moons, checkerboard, 2spirals, and circles, and the second row shows KDE plots of the transformed particles via UnifiGem, and the third row displays the surface plots of the estimated density-ratio functions at the end of the iteration. As evident by Figure 1 , KDE plots of generated samples via UnifiGem are nearly indistinguishable from those of the target samples and the estimated density-ratio functions are approximately equal to 1s, indicating the learnt distribution matches the target well.
Next, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the gradient penalty (19) by visualizing the transport maps learned in the generative learning tasks with the learning targets 5squares and large4gaussians from 4squares and small4gaussians respectively. We use 200 particles connected with grey lines to manifest the learned transport maps. As shown in Figure 2 (a), the central squares of 5squares were learned better with the gradient penalty, which is consistent with the result of the estimated density-ratio in Figure  2 (b). For large4gaussians, the learned transport map exhibited some optimality under quadratic Wasserstein distance due to the obvious correspondence between the samples in Figure 2(a) , and the gradient penalty also improves the density-ratio estimation as expected.
Finally, we illustrate the convergence property of the learning dynamics of UnifiGem on synthetic datasets pinwheel, checkerboard and 2spirals. As shown in Figure 3 , on the three test datasets, the dynamics of estimated density-ratio fitting losses in (20) share common patterns for three stages, i.e., the initialization stage (top penal), the decline stage 
Results on benchmark image data
We show the performance of applying UnifiGem on benchmark image data MNIST [34] , CIFAR10 [33] and CelebA [39] . The evolving particles shown in Figure 4 on MNIST 
and CIFAR10 demonstrate that UnifiGem can transport samples from a multivariate normal distribution into a target distribution with the same dimension without using the outer loop. We further compare UnifiGem using the outer loop with state-of-the-art generative models including WGAN, SNGAN and MMDGAN. We considered different f -divergences, including Pearson χ 2 , KL, JS and logD [18] and different deep density-ratio fitting methods (LSDR and LR). Table 1 CIFAR10 and CelebA are shown in Figure 5 , where high-fidelity learned samples are comparable to real samples visually. 
Conclusion and future work
UnifiGem is a unified framework for implicit generative learning via finding a transport map between a reference distribution and the target distribution. It is inspired by several fruitful ideas from optimal transport theory, numerical ODE, density-ratio (density-difference) estimation and deep neural networks. We also provide theoretical guarantees for our proposed approach. Numerical results on both synthetic datasets and real benchmark datasets support our theoretical findings and demonstrate that UnifiGem is competitive with the state-of-the-art generative models. There are two important ingredients in UnifiGem: the energy functional L[·] in (9) and density-ratio (density-difference) estimation. It can be shown that with a suitable choice of L[·] and a density-ratio estimation approach, UnifiGem can recover some existing generative models. Thus our theoretical results also provide insights on the properties of these existing methods. With different combinations of the energy functionals and density-ratio (density-difference) estimation approach, one can develop new theoretically sound learning procedures under UnifiGem. It would be interesting to have a through comparison between the procedures resulting from such different combinations. In particular, it is desirable to carefully explore conditions and scenarios of the data structures under which certain choices of the energy functional and density-ratio (density-difference) estimator lead to better performance.
Some aspects and results in this paper are of independent interest. For example, density-ratio estimation is an important problem and of general interest in machine learning and statistics. The estimation error bound established in Theorem 2.3 for the nonparametric deep density-ratio fitting procedure is new. It is a step forward in the direction that shows deep nonparametric estimation can circumvent the curse of dimensionality via exploring the structure of the data [7] . It is of interest to use the techniques developed here to study deep nonparametric regression and classification.
Appendix
In the appendix, we give and the implementation details on numerical settings, network structures, SGD optimizers, and hyper-parameters in the paper, and detailed proofs of 
2D examples
Experiments on 2D examples in our work were performed with deep LSDR fitting and the Pearson χ 2 divergence. For simplicity purposes, outer loops of UnifiGem were omitted and our algorithm became a particle method for approximating solutions of PDEs [Chertock(2017)]. In inner loops, only a multilayer perceptron (MLP) was utilized for dynamic estimation of the density ratio between the model distribution q k and the target distribution p. The network structure and hyper-parameters in UnifiGem and deep LSDR fitting were shared in all 2D experiments. We used RMSProp with the learning rate 0.0005 and the batch size 1k as the SGD optimizer. The details are given in Table 2 and Table 3 . We note that s is the step size, n is the number of particles, α is the penalty coefficient, and T is the times of LSDR fitting in each inner loop hereinafter. 
). Here, FID is reported with the TensorFlow implementation and lower FID is better.
Network architectures and hyper-parameter settings. We employed the ResNet architectures used by [18] in our UnifiGem algorithm. Especially, the batch normalization [Ioffe & Szegedy(2015) ] and the spectral normalization [Miyato et al.(2018)] of networks were omitted for UnifiGem-LSDR-χ 2 . To train neural networks, we set SGD optimizers as RMSProp with the learning rate 0.0001 and the batch size 100. Inputs
in UnifiGem with outer loops were vectors generated from a 128-dimensional standard normal distribution on all three datasets. Hyper-parameters are listed in Table  4 where IL expresses the number of inner loops in each outer loop. Even without outer loops, UnifiGem can generate images on MNIST and CIFAR10 as well by making use of a large set of particles. Table 5 shows the hyper-parameters. 
where, ∂L[q] ∂q denotes the first order of variation of L[·] at q, and q, g are the densities of µ and an arbitrary ξ ∈ P a 2 (R m ), respectively. Let
Some algebra shows, ∇L F (q(x)) = q(x)∇F (q(x)).
Then, it follows from Theorem 10.4.6 in [2] that
where, ∂ o L(µ) denotes the one in ∂L(µ) with minimum length. The above display and the definition of gradient flow implies the representation of the velocity fields v t .
(iii) The first equality follows from chain rule and integration by part, see, Theorem 24.2 in [61] for detail. The second one on linear convergence follows from Theorem 24.7 in [61] , where the assumption on λ in equation (24.6 ) is equivalent to the λ-geodetically convex assumption here.
(iv) Similar to (i) see, page 281 in [2] for detail.
Proof of Proposition 2.1
Proof. The time dependent form of (7)-(8) reads
By chain rule and substituting the first equation into the second one, we have
which implies,
By (13) , the above display coincides with the continuity equation (12) with v t = ∇Φ t = −∇F (q t (x)). 
µ k is defined in (16)- (18) with v k = v ks , i.e., the continuous velocity in (13) at time ks, k = 0, .., K − 1, µ 0 = µ. Under the assumption that the velocity fields v t is Lipschitz continuous on (x, µ t ), we can first show similarly as Lemma 10 in [3]
Let Γ be the optimal coupling between µ k and µ ks , and (X, Y ) ∼ Γ. Let X t = T k,s t (X) and Y t be the solution of (15) with X 0 = Y and t ∈ [ks, (k + 1)s). Then
where, the first inequality follows from the definition of W 2 , and the last equality follows from the the uniform bounded assumption of v t . Similarly,
Then,
where the first inequality follows from the triangle inequality, see for example Lemma 5.3 in [53] , and the second one follows from (A1) − (A3).
Proof of Lemma 2.2
Proof. By definition,
Direct calculation shows
Then, the desired result follows from the above display and equation (13).
Proof of Lemma 2.3
Proof. By definition, it is easy to check
the Bregman score with the base probability measure p between R and r. Then r ∈ arg min measureable R B 0 LSDR (R) follow from the fact B ratio (r, R) ≥ B ratio (r, r) and the equality holds iff R = r. Since 
Proof of Theorem 2.3
Proof. We use B(R) to denote B 0 LSDR − C for simplicity, i.e.,
Rewrite (20) with α = 0 as 
where the inequality uses the definition of R φ andR φ and (A6). We prove our this theorem by upper bounding the expected value of the right hand side term in (A7). To this end, we need the following auxiliary results (A8)-(A10).
is the Gaussian complexity of H D,W,S,B [Bartlett & Mendelson(2002) ]. Proof of (A8).
Let Z i be a i.i.d. copy of Z i , and σ i ( i ) be the i.i.d. Rademacher random (standard normal) variables that are independent with Z i and Z i . Then,
and
as the Rademacher complexity of H D,W,S,B [Bartlett & Mendelson(2002) ]. Then,
where, the first inequality follows from the Jensen's inequality, and the second equality holds since the distribution of 
Proof of (A9).
Since H is negation closed,
Conditioning on {Z i } n i=1 , ∀R, R ∈ H D,W,S,B it easy to check
where, d H 2 (R,R) = 1 √ n n i=1 (R(Z i ) −R(Z i )) 2 . Observing the diameter of H D,W,S,B under d H 2 is at most B, we have
where, the first inequality follows from the chaining Theorem 8. Let DS log S < n, combing the results A(7) − A(10), we have 
